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American Falls is a collection of short stories by Charles Baxter that was
first published in 1985. The book won the PEN/Faulkner Award for Fiction
and was a finalist for the Pulitzer Prize. The stories in American Falls are
set in a variety of locations, but they are all connected by their exploration
of the complexities of human nature and the challenges of modern life.

Baxter's stories are often character-driven, and he has a gift for creating
characters that are both believable and relatable. The characters in
American Falls are all flawed and struggling, but they are also ultimately
sympathetic. Baxter writes with great compassion and understanding for
his characters, and he is able to reveal their inner lives with great clarity
and depth.

The stories in American Falls are also notable for their psychological
depth. Baxter explores the inner workings of his characters' minds with
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great insight and sensitivity. He is able to capture the complex emotions
and motivations that drive human behavior, and he does so with great
subtlety and nuance.

American Falls is a challenging and rewarding collection of short stories.
Baxter's writing is intelligent, compassionate, and insightful, and he has a
gift for creating characters that stay with the reader long after the book is
finished. American Falls is a must-read for anyone interested in
contemporary American literature.

Image: Charles Baxter by Jessica Griffin. Licensed under CC BY-SA 2.0.
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